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civilisation. The inspection of planetary atmospheres in our so- theless
to the Jovian atmosphere. Rossby numbers are similar to radiative relaxation on
Jovian values, with resulting equatorial jet speeds of ap- the upgradient PV flux i
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far as we are aware, this is the first numerical integration potential vorticity flux v
and Saturn), while others do not (e.g. the Earth). Moreover, while
the paleoclimate
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(In a two-dimensional that
barotropicthe
model,Earth
that is, the has
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water model in the limit L /a ! 1, Dunkerton and Scott barotropic motion, takes
experienced superrotation in the remote past.
[2008] showed that superrotating and subrotating equatorial
jets emerged with roughly equal probability in an ensemble
The hypothesis we want to test is that for some range of parameters,
a superrotating
and
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behavior also emerges in the shallow water equations
conventional circulation can exist, and that random fluctuations Similar
of
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dynamics
may
trigger
a
with linear friction for L /a ^ 1, but has until now not been
found for L /a " 1, the regime of relevance for the giant (Positive v q coincides
transition from one state to the other [5]. Dynamical mechanisms for
a transition to superrotation and vice versa.) Concep
planets.)
[ ] The spontaneous formation of the superrotating
have been suggested: they all involve equatorial waves, excited byequatorial
hydrodynamic
instabilities
jet and the alternating
midlatitude jets, foror
the
case L /a = 0.025, is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that the
resonant forcing [1]. However, addressing these issues with current
atmospheric
models
faces
zonal jets are very robust, despite the fact that the flow is
highly turbulent, as can be seen in Figure 3, which shows
several challenges. The main one is that it requires to run complex
models with many degrees
the potential vorticity q at time t = 10000 for the same
integration. Further, we have found that once the equatorial
of freedom over unprecedented time scales. For this reason such
a
task has been considered
superrotation has formed it is a robust feature. Several
integrations were carried out beginning from a preexisting
impossible so far.
state of superrotation, but without any forcing or dissipation;
in all cases
the equatorial
superrotation mechanics
persisted throughout
The most modern tools of statistical physics may help solving this
issue.
Statistical
these integrations (typically for thousands of days).
simplicity of our model,
worth
[ ] Despite
provides key tools in order to study complex systems. Its application
to thegeophysical
flowsit isand
remarking that it also captures another key qualitative
aspect
of
the
circulation
of
the
giant
planets.
The
instantaclimate dynamics has given impressive results during the last decade;
for instance to explain
neous potential vorticity field shown in Figure 3 exhibits a
mixture
of zonal structures,
vortices and rare
filamenthe structure of coherent structures such as the Great Red spot of
Jupiter
[3, 4].coherent
Recently,
tary turbulence, not dissimilar to the cloud-top patterns
planets (here, thetroposphere,
potential vorticity and
transitions between states with a different number of atmosphericobserved
jets, on
fortheJupiter’s
cloud top fields can both be approximately considered as
quasi-conserved
tracer).
Despite
the
nature of
have been observed [2]. We have also used large deviation algorithms,
based on qualitative
statistical
such a comparison, we submit that any model that purports
to capture
the atmospheric
circulation of[7].
the giant planets Figure 4. Time averag
mechanics ideas, in order to study the probability of extreme heat
waves
over Europe
should also be able to reproduce such features.
10 ) at t = 10000.
We will use two key ideas from statistical mechanics in order to study superrotating equatorial 3 of 5
jets. First, at a practical level, we will use a rare event algorithm that allows to gain several
orders of magnitude compared to direct computation [6, 7], which allows to tackle problems that
could not have been studied previously. Second, at a theoretical level, we will rely on large
deviation theory, the key tool of modern statistical mechanics. Large deviation theory explains
why bifurcations in a non-equilibrium context may have universal properties, why rare transitions
in turbulent flows are described by Arrhenius laws, and why the dynamics of rare transitions is
predictible.
The aim of this project will be to study the transition to a superrotating atmosphere in
a simple atmospheric model. This project will involve numerical computations: although no
specific training is required, the candidate should have an interest for numerical techniques. As
the project will also involve modelling, and the use of statistical mechanical concepts, it should
be of interest also for theoretically minded students. Another project, with a purely theoretical
flavor, is also proposed.
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Practical Information
I Profile: We are looking for candidates with a background in physics, in particular in nonlinear
dynamics, statistical physics and fluid dynamics. No previous experience with numerical
models of geophysical flows is required.
I Location: Laboratoire de Physique de l’ENS de Lyon (UMR5672), Lyon, France.
I Supervisors: Corentin Herbert (CNRS, ENS de Lyon) and Freddy Bouchet (CNRS, ENS
de Lyon).
Potential candidates should contact us at corentin.herbert@ens-lyon.fr and freddy.bouchet@enslyon.fr.

